Name:

For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

__ 1. to, for, for the benefit of, to give, to allow, to do something (for somebody), (passive particle)
   A. 呀
   B. 给
   C. 快
   D. 起

__ 2. sit, take a seat, ride, travel by
   A. 坐
   B. 小
   C. 来
   D. 要

__ 3. tea, tea plant
   A. 快
   B. 茶
   C. 下
   D. 高

__ 4. school, to proofread, to check, to compare, military field officer
   A. 吧
   B. 介
   C. 高
   D. 校

__ 5. brave, a hero; wise, England, English
   A. 英
   B. 茶
   C. 绍
   D. 亮

__ 6. which? where? how?
   A. 要
   B. 高
   C. 哪
   D. 给

__ 7. point, dot, speck, drop, decimal point, point of a scale, point in a theory or argument, downwards-right convex character stroke, a little, a jot, beat (of percussion instrument), to draw a dot, to touch slightly, to drip, classifier for small indeterminate quantities, to nod, to select item from a list, to order (food in a restaurant), to count, to
   A. 学
   B. 小
   C. 在
   D. 点

__ 8. to come, to arrive, to return, coming, future, later on, next
   A. 绍
   B. 来
   C. 下
   D. 不

__ 9. down, downwards, below, lower, later, next (week etc), second (of two parts), to decline, to go down, measure word of the frequency of an action
   A. 小
   B. 高
   C. 下
   D. 不

__ 10. flourish, it is the fashion to, to become popular, thrive, prosper
    A. 兴
    B. 来
    C. 瓶
    D. 漂

__ 11. to advance, to enter, to come in, to make progress
    A. 下
    B. 进
    C. 兴
    D. 起
12. may, can, -able, possibly, able to, certain(ly), to suit, (particle used for emphasis)
   A. 校
   B. 以
   C. 可
   D. 亮

13. to connect, to introduce
   A. 下
   B. 在
   C. 绍
   D. 哪

14. son, KangXi radical 10
   A. 儿
   B. 喝
   C. 下
   D. 在

15. no, not, un-, negative prefix
   A. 学
   B. 吧
   C. 不
   D. 喝

16. to float, to drift, be tossed about, to bleach (piao3), elegant (piao4), polished (piao4)
   A. 哇
   B. 漂
   C. 学
   D. 点

17. fast, quick, swift, rapid, soon, speedy, pleased, pleasant, gratified
   A. 茶
   B. 快
   C. 瓶
   D. 坐

18. to demand, to ask, to request, to coerce, necessary, essential, necessity, if
   A. 要
   B. 喝
   C. 绍
   D. 对

19. at, in, on, to exist, in the middle of doing something, (indicating an action in progress)
   A. 瓶
   B. 在
   C. 坐
   D. 给

20. (particle equivalent to after a vowel, expressing surprise or doubt)
   A. 进
   B. 哇
   C. 来
   D. 乐

21. to use, according to, so as to, in order to, by, with, because, abbr. for Israel
   A. 不
   B. 高
   C. 给
   D. 以

22. to rise, to raise, to get up, to initiate (action), to go up, to begin, measure word for cases or unpredictable events
   A. 对
   B. 漂
   C. 起
   D. 亮
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23. introduce, lie between, between
   A. 校
   B. 介
   C. 可
   D. 不

24. high, tall, lofty, elevated, Kangxi radical 189
   A. 来
   B. 哪
   C. 儿
   D. 高

25. learn, study, science, knowledge, school, -ology
   A. 校
   B. 学
   C. 小
   D. 漂

26. couple, pair, to be opposite, to oppose, to face, for, to, correct (answer), to answer, to reply, to direct (towards something), right, measure word for things in pairs
   A. 呀
   B. 吧
   C. 对
   D. 高

27. to advance, to enter, to come in, to make progress
   A. 喝
   B. 乐
   C. 起
   D. 进

28. small, tiny, few, insignificant, young, Kangxi radical number 42
   A. 快
   B. 进
   C. 起
   D. 小

29. high, tall, lofty, elevated, Kangxi radical 189
   A. 高
   B. 哥
   C. 进
   D. 以

30. happy, laugh, cheerful, glad, enjoyable, music
   A. 瓶
   B. 乐
   C. 兴
   D. 漂

31. jug, pitcher, vase, jar, bottle, measure word for wine and liquids
   A. 呀
   B. 瓶
   C. 进
   D. 进

32. bright, brilliant, radiant, light
   A. 茶
   B. 瓶
   C. 亮
   D. 高

33. to drink, shout, call out
   A. 介
   B. 绍
   C. 喝
   D. 可
34. dumb, emphatic final particle

A. 小  
B. 喝  
C. 英  
D. 吧